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RULES FOR ICING INJURIES   

HOW DO YOU ICE? 

These directions are being written from a sport medicine perspective assuming that the due 
diligence of timing and checking the area is being adhered to. 

 Use new zipper freezer bags filled with ice or snow or frozen peas or corn.  A hand or a 
foot can be submerged in an ice bucket, such as the picture on this page. 

 Place the icebag directly on the skin without a buffer. 
 You will go through four perception stages:  Cold, Burning, Aching and then Numb.  It is 

important to tough it out through the four stages in order to be effectively reducing 
inflammation and expediting healing. 

 Ice the area for 20 minutes or until it becomes numb, whichever happens first.  Continue 
to check the area for numbness so that you ensure you do not over-ice the area.  When 
the area is numb, remove the ice. 

 It is safe to repeat the icing process when the tissue has returned to a neutral body 
temperature (approximately 60 minutes from when you began to ice the area). 
 
ICING 

 Set an egg timer to remind yourself to check the site for numbness every 5 minutes. 
 A roll of plastic wrap is a great disposable “tensor bandage” to keep your icepack in 

place.  Higher quality, more stretchy / sticky versions are ideal, such as  palette wrap 
which is available at office supply stores like Staples and Office Depot. 

 Keep a box of Medium Zipper Freezer Bags on hand, especially in Sports & tack bags  
or in your carry-on luggage if you’re nursing an injury.  They are affordable, disposable 
and water-proof.  Ice is usually fairly easy to come by at a concession stand, 
convenience store pop fountain, or Restaurant.  The challenge is in having something to 
put it in.   

IMPORTANT  

 DO NOT USE blue gel packs as some can get cold enough to create frost bite, while 

others do not stay cold long enough.  

 DO NOT USE  Wheat bags or Magic bags as they do not get cold enough to be 

effective. 

 DO NOT ice areas that have been exposed to Frost Bite. 

 DO NOT fall asleep with ice on a limb as you may exceed safe limitations and cause 

further injury to the area. 
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